Motorvia workers strike
blow against exploitation
AFTER a five-day strike in May.
workers at Motorvia near Pinetown have won major changes in
their wages and working conditions.
Motorvia, is a car ferry company which employs drivers to
take new cars and trucks to
various parts of the country.
Previously, the workers had
been paid according to the
"trip rate' system.
This meant that the drivers
were paid according to where
they were driving to, not
according to the time spent
on the road.
Shortly after the Transport
and General Workers Union
had organised the Motorvia
drivers, it pointed out to the
company that this practice did

not comply with the Basic
Conditions of Employment Act.
This Act states that workers
must be paid a basic weekly
wage, overtime wages and it
limits the hours of overtime.
TGWU s branch secretary.
John Mawbey said the 'trip
rate' system was one of the
most exploitative wage systems in the transport industry.
He said the union had threat*
ened to take Motorvia to the
Supreme Court in order to
compel it to comply with the
Act,
'However, the company responded by trying to get exemptions from the Act through its
employers1 association - behind
the union's back,* he said.
•Unfortunately for them, the

department of Manpower had
been informed of the situation
by the union and had been asked
to inform TGWU if any exemption application was trade,'
Brother Mawbey said.
He added that only after this
had failed did Motorvia finally
begin negotiating working conditions with TGWU.
But they continued to start
talks and then they would stall,

he said.
This car was one the company
was not keen to get on the road,*
Brother Mawbey said.
Workers were fed up with the
lack of progress and on May 7
decided to refuse to start work.
For the entire five days, the
Motorvia workers stayed united

TGWU's Mike Gwamanda leads the Motorvia workers on their march back to work.

not a crack appeared in their
ranks*
In settling the issue with the
union, the company agreed to
give the drivers a 20 percent
increase and has agreed to
pay them according to the
number of hours worked.
Motorvia has also agreed to
negotiate a recognition agreement and grievance and disciplinary procedures with the
TGWU.
Brother Mawbey said the
strike struck a blow against the
'highly exploitative* trip rate
system.
He added that TGWU was fast
becoming a major force in the
car ferry industry as it dominated both the Eastern Province
and Natal.

